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Under the background of globalization, the regional architectural design becomes 
more and more important. 
 
The paper is based on the representative works of contemporary Fujian as a sample of 
the in-depth analysis. The paper uses architectural form language as the research 
background. It starting from the traditional architectural style, regional characteristics 
and cultures to explore the significance of expression of Fujian regional architecture  
modeling language through the essence of architectural. 
 
The paper is divided into four parts. First of all, the paper summarizes the purpose and 
significance of research and the related theoretical study in the first level. In the 
second level, the paper discusses the factors that affect the expression of the modeling 
language and the features of the modeling language influenced by these factors. In the 
third level, the paper makes a hierarchical analysis of the architectural modeling 
language in contemporary Fujian: this part analyses from the traditional architectural 
form, climate adaptability, geographical characteristics and material analysis, to sum 
up the strategies and methods of building modeling language expression, in order to 
applicate the future development of the localization of Fujian building as reference. At 
the same time, look at the problems in a critical way, and reflect the problems that will 
arise in the process of the modeling language, and put forward some opinions. Finally, 
combining theory with practice, sums up the strategies and design methods combined 
with the practice. 
 
On the basis of a large number of researches and analysis, the paper makes a 

















creation in Fujian. In the contemporary complex environment, re-examine the 
foundation of the construction discipline, promote the design method and improve the 
subject connotation. In the aspect of contents, use a variety of methods for the 
expression of contemporary Fujian regional architectural modeling language by 
analysis, summarize the expression of specific strategies and tactics, constructs the 
contemporary context of contemporary Fujian regional architectural modeling 
language generation model, and promotes design innovation. In the aspect of theory 
application, the paper uses the theories of linguistics semiotics, typology and 
phenomenology to explore the solution of the problem. 
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